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ESSENCE OF LIGHT
ESSENCE OF LIGHT

Essence of light
Meandering beauty of a traveller
Stars align, nothing said
Moon reflect no thoughts
Aloneness but beauty.
No masquerade. No masquerade.
No clock of man
No wind nor rain
No eyes need see
No skin , no pain.
Space within, space without.
Whispering knowledge.
Million years reign. Million years reign.
Warmth and peace the content.
The veil appears.
I am born again.

EMPTINESS SURROUND
 
Emptiness surround, quietness no fears
Stillness and sharpness
a projecting on hollow eyes
It appears.

The pendulum of time held still The pendulum of time held still
A motion stopped dead at its height
A floating song note captured
Between finger and thumb,
I trap a joule of light.
Man’s world passes by
slow motion, three screens of life -
future, present and past. future, present and past.
Everything silent,
nothing is fast.
I could touch a particle of air
See a cave of bones and echoing head
Strip the colours of the rainbows
Hold the ocean in my hands
And And
I can raise the dead.

A TINY VOICE WHISPERS

Within the rush of life, in the corner Within the rush of life, in the corner 
of your mind, your eye – you sense 
the moon, the stars. Those mysteri-
ous flickers you ignore because your 
busy. Yet within the thought is your 
habit, all you have claimed your own, 
pushing you north, yet, west of you 
silently, quietly, unassuming, the silently, quietly, unassuming, the 
space it calls you, through pinholes 
it, like a god bursting flare it pierces 
that part of you which you disregard, 
yet somewhere within that ignoring, 
within the hustle and bustle and 
knowing and growing a tiny voice 
whispers, ‘look at me, you who whispers, ‘look at me, you who 
search the perfect, for I am indeed 
the perfect yet you will not look, you 
refuse to turn your eye’.

For you are blind. The blind leading 
the blind.




